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BOTANY

Bellows blow plant pollen
Plants in Ecuador and Costa Rica have evolved a remarkable 'bellows' system for blowing pollen onto feeding birds.
Agnes Compounds known as porous coordination polymers can store or separate different molecules from a mixture, and produce catalytic reactions within their pores. But the polymers often break down in water. Susumu Kitagawa and his colleagues at Kyoto University designed small organic molecules, which they combined to make a porous crystal. The material has a nanometre-scale corrugated outer surface, which repels water droplets but draws other liquids through it. A previous strategy to make porous crystals at the Medical University of Vienna and their colleagues examined liver and fat tissue from both 'healthy' obese people and obese people who were resistant to insulin. The authors found lower levels of a molecule called haem oxygenase-1 (HO-1) in the healthy individuals. Obese mice engineered to lack the gene responsible for HO-1 production remained sensitive to insulin and had fewer metabolic problems than normal obese mice. HO-1 may be involved in inflammation that leads to metabolic disease, and finding ways to inhibit it could lead to new therapies, the authors suggest.
Cell 158, 25-40 (2014) with bulbous appendages. When these are grabbed and squeezed in the beaks of passerine birds, a blast of air from the cavity-filled appendages fires a jet of pollen onto the birds' heads and beaks.
The stamens provide a highly sugar-rich food for the birds, rather than the nectar or pollen reward that is more usually offered by flowers. The researchers did not observe insects foraging on the Axinaea flowers (pictured), but multiple bird species were seen feeding on them, suggesting that these stamens are a novel pollinator-activated pollen delivery system. water-repellent has been to attach bulky molecules after the crystal is made, but this has the undesirable side effect of blocking the pores that gases and non-aqueous liquids are supposed to enter. RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS THIS WEEK
